IA-1979- SEPT/OCT
We’ll See You At Our Display Booth No. 7
Iowa Chapter AIA Convention • Oct. 12, 1979

VENTWOOD WINE RACK
(STOCKED)
Will Be Given Away
Be Sure And Register At Booth No. 7

For further information circle No. 32 on your Datacard.

CONSTRUCTION SERVICES, INC.
Interior Specialists
P.O. Box 937 • 2122 Fleur Drive, Des Moines, Iowa • Phone 515/288-4855
Best Wishes For A Successful Convention

SIKA Develops ‘SIKA-TOP’
THE “NATURAL-LOOK” EPOXIES
...because you mix them with cement, aggregate and water!

...Produce items such as:

- On Grade Toppings
- Cement Stucco Plaster Coats
- And Even Setting Cap Stones

...The Look, Performance and Endurance You Desire

Call or write us today to find out how you can combine the look of concrete with the strength of epoxies.

For more information circle No. 24 on the datacard.

 contractors steel corporation

1901 Easton Blvd. • P.O. Box 1696
Des Moines, Iowa 50306
Phone 515/265-6123

P.S. From our 1000 and 1 product line we also might have an answer for some other situation or problem.
The Architect's Service

The roles of the architect taken from the North Carolina AIA Series on Architectural Services.

1979 AIA Iowa Chapter Convention, "A Celebration of Architecture"

Agenda for the convention to be held Oct. 11-13 in Des Moines.

The Design-Build Approach

Don Edwin Pritchard looks at pros and cons of a new trend in architecture — combined design-contracting firm.

A Design Right

Forrest Wilson, Associate Dean and Chairman of the Dept. of Architecture at Catholic University of America, discusses the goals of design.
The Dwyer Nourishment and Refreshment Center offers many distinctive features. The unit is of welded steel construction with entire front finished in vitreous porcelain. Eyelevel microwave oven, automatic ice maker, full access refrigerator. It will fit food service systems in nursing homes, institutions, business and a wide variety of rental properties.

Used for:
- Medical nourishment station
- Utility power plants
- Church coffee rooms
- Coffee room kitchens
- Teachers lounges
- Executive office kitchens
- Sewage treatment plants

For more information circle No. 10 on the datacard.
Curries means a little more freedom in steel doors & frames

Because we offer both pre-engineered and custom-made steel doors and frames, you can be more flexible in your design — without coordination problems. You can have your local Curries distributor fabricate special openings and provide finish hardware.

1. Five face widths: 1 1/4, 1 3/8, 1 1/2, and 2-in.
2. Pre-engineered flush frames, knocked-down or welded and ground smooth.
3. Pre-engineered and custom doors, full U.L. and F.M. labeling service.
5. Unlimited finish hardware preparations.
6. Pre-engineered drywall frames with compression anchors.
7. Local fabrication of transom, sidelight and borrowed-light openings using (8) standard mullions and stick components.
8. Unlimited glass and louver combinations.
9. Jamb depths in flush and drywall frames from 3 3/8 through 12-in. in 1/4-in. increments. For full details, call your Curries distributor.

For more information circle No. 35 on the datacard.

Curries Manufacturing Inc., 251 9th St. SE, Mason City, Iowa 50401. (515) 423-1334.
INSTALL
SOLAR HEATING NOW.
SAVE FOREVER.

You start saving money when you start using solar heating in your home. That’s because a solar heating system will immediately start cutting your heating bills as much as 80 percent!

On a national average, residential electric rates have gone up some 50 percent since 1972. Oil and natural gas prices have skyrocketed, too. Demand for energy keeps growing, so rates will continue to escalate.

Why put up with these rising costs? Solaron solar heating systems are available right now. FHA and VA have approved loans for Solaron-equipped homes, and you can purchase a Solaron system with a signature or home-improvement loan from most banks and savings-and-loan associations.

Call us and ask about the proven, maintenance-free Solaron system. We can estimate the cost of incorporating solar heating in your new home or in your present home.

SOLARON
SOLAR ENERGY SYSTEMS
Profit from the sun

For specifications on liquid or air systems or additional information call:

Iowa Supply Company

For more information circle No. 34 on the datacard.
What Roof Has The Lowest Total Cost To Own And Maintain?

The TROLEX APPLIED ELASTOMERIC URETHANE ROOF SYSTEM

- Waterproof and water resistant
- Seamless—no joints to expand, bubble or rupture
- Sprayed on—goes on faster and protects your existing roof immediately
- Elastic—resists the elements and mechanical abuse
- Lightweight—avoids structural weight problems
- Strong—Effectively withstands foot traffic

Our urethane roof system being installed at 1800 S.W. 2nd St., Des Moines, Iowa.

CPR Upjohn
Owens Corning

We Are Qualified Applicators For
Witco Chemical
Foam Systems
Contech/Sonneborn
Chemetics, Inc.
United Coatings
Irathane, Inc.

Our personnel are trained to get the job done Quickly and Professionally

Call or Write ...

NOTE:
The use of this product has increased 25% in the last 12 months.
Those among us who ever have tried to describe what we do at work know that the task is not an easy one. Once we get beyond "Doctor, Lawyer, Indian Chief," even a top executive is likely to come out with a list of daily activities that sound pretty dull. Meetings, meetings, meetings, right? (Not really. It just seems that way sometimes.)

Most of us tend, however, to become bogged down in details of how we do a job—instead of expressing what we really do. For the executive, the significance is not in the meetings but in the decisions that come out of them. And for other professions, too, the importance lies in ideas as much as in ways of carrying them out.

This is as true for architects as it is for anyone else. We all have some idea of what architects do, for although the process is not as dramatic as law or medicine or police work—television has yet to discover architecture for prime time viewing—it is a process that appears distinct from other work.Appearances, however, do not tell us the whole story. Working at a drafting table, an architect produces drawings for a new building. But engineers work at drafting tables too. So do artists for magazines and advertising agencies. We may feel we know what an architect does—draw buildings—because we see tangible results of the work: the drawings and, eventually, the buildings. But these drawings really reflect how an architect does a job better than what the architect does.

To say that an architect draws plans for buildings is no more accurate than to say that a writer types manuscripts. Drawing and typing are just ways of getting an idea across. Each is just a tool in the process—and just a percentage of the work, at that. Neither is an end in itself. The architect’s purpose is not to draw plans, but to
help people build buildings, to create architecture. And how the architect does that is something that cannot be contained in a stock image of the profession.

Architecture is more than the completed building; it also is the process of creating that building. Architecture is an art; and it is a business. And the talents and creativity of the designer are major forces in shaping the building. But it also is a professional service that requires participation by the owner beyond simply paying the bills. The architect must take the owner's budget, site, proposed use for the building, space needs and aesthetic preferences, inject his own talent and synthesize all these into one object, a building. For this, the architect and owner must have open lines of communication. The architect takes ideas—often vague ones about use and need, form and light, cost and aesthetics—and turns them into three dimensional, useful and pleasing form.

This is the intellectual activity of the architect. But along the way to achieving the completed building, there are many steps. Some of the broader ones—schematic design, design development, construction management and the like—have become well defined over the years and give an idea of the chronological process of designing a building. (These steps, which are the common, work-a-day procedures of architecture and through which the architect comes up with the basic design, refines it, prepares construction documents and observes construction, are daily routine for the architect.) But just as each building is unique, so are the ways of taking these steps. The work involved in designing an office building obviously is very different from the work in renovating an old house. Then, again, an architect is not always working on a building. The architect may be working as a consultant to industry or government. Or checking the feasibility of a project. But no matter what the architect's involvement—not only in the amount of work, but in the way of approaching a job—some roles remain constant.

The architect is the owner's agent.

Though the architect has to answer to zoning laws and other government regulations the same as anyone else in the building industry, his first obligation is to the client—not only to design a building to best suit the client's needs but to secure the best workmanship possible at the lowest price and otherwise to look out for the client's interest. It is imperative to the client, whether there are only a few thousand or several million dollars at stake, that the architect look out for his client's interests. For in all likelihood, the client has come to the architect at least in part because he is not familiar enough with construction and design to put up the building himself. An architect may engage in contracting or construction services other than design. Those who are members of the American Institute of Architects, however, are bound by a code of ethics always to keep the interests of the client foremost.

The architect is a protector of the public welfare.

This is not a contradiction of the architect's duties to the client. For the client, someone has to oversee the
budget, coordinate the design team and deal with government agencies. But someone also has to be able, as an outside expert, to step back and survey an entire project, not only to assure that it will be a safe place to use but that it will suit the needs of many people: the owner, the public at large and the people who visit the building or work there. This is another responsibility of the architect.

The architect is a generalist and a specialist, a social scientist and a technologist.

Again, these statements are not contradictions. But they do point out the range of services that architects provide. Not only will some architects be more specialized within their field than will others, but the individual architect must be able to look at the same building project in several ways. The architect considers the height, mass and color of a building and how it relates to its neighbors; and he considers whether doorways are wide enough to allow wheelchairs to enter. He considers which structural system—steel, concrete, masonry, wood—will be most effective and efficient; and he considers how the people who use the building and live near it will feel about its presence. These are only a few of the things that the architect is professionally trained and qualified to do. The architect is tested on subjects from aesthetics to structures in a state administered licensing exam. And only those who pass the exam and are registered, in fact, may legally call themselves “Architect.”

The architect is leader of a team.

The word “architect” comes from the Greek words archi (chief) and tekton (worker). At various times in history, the word has had the implications of master craftsman or master mason. It always has meant the person in charge of design. But today, the word has a special meaning. Today, when very few architects practice alone, the architect is head of a team of specialists: engineers, landscape architects, interior designers. These may be on the architect’s staff or the architect may assemble a different team of consultants appropriate for each project. One of the architect’s major tasks is to coordinate this design team, whether its members are on his staff or not. The fact that “The Architect” commonly is a group of people and not one individual lends even more variety today to the services that the profession provides.

The architect is more than a designer.

Not all architects design buildings—any more than all lawyers argue cases in court. With a design firm, some architects specialize in the firm’s business; some work at finding new clients and new contracts. But even for those who do design, there are many specialized roles. Architects can help the owner assess his present building to determine whether it needs replacing or renovating. They can help the owner select a site for a new building. And they can help him decide whether or not to build at all. Because they are involved daily with construction, they can provide detailed cost estimates for constructing the building. They can provide information and advice on meeting building codes. They can appear as expert witnesses before government agencies. They can help plan the use of large tracts of land. They can help “program” a building, decide how the functions will be accommodated there.

The architect’s authority is limited, however.

An architect may be described as someone who designs a building for a second person which a third person will construct. The architect produces drawings and construction documents as a way of telling the contractor how the building is to be constructed. But the architect does not have authority to tell the contractor what methods to use or what sequence in which the building should be constructed. And he does not have authority over whether or not the building is completed on time. His responsibility is to observe the construction and report on its progress to the owner. The owner must deal with the contractor if he has complaints about work at the site.

To the owners, the details of design and construction may at first appear to be the exclusive concern of the architect. They are, after all, his job. But remember: the architect’s job is to work for the owner. And to be really

continued on page 14
Your Pella distributor has additional information on these special fixed units which can expand your design options:

WOOD TRAPEZOIDAL FIXED UNITS—Factory-assembled trapezoidal units are available in custom sizes with frame/sash patterns matching those of Wood Casement and Awning fixed units. Maximum outside frame dimensions are 65" x 73" (1,651 x 1,873 mm); minimum frame dimension is 8" (203 mm). Double glazing panels are available for units with glass areas up to 20 ft² (1.86 m²).

CLAD FRAMES—Shown in section above, these custom-size glazing frames accept glass or Pella Clad Panels. The uniform section at head, jambs and sill is compatible in design and finish with other Pella Clad Products, enabling use of frames above, below and beside windows and doors. They offer significant savings over the cost of Clad Windows; note, however, that Clad Window and Frame glass lines do not match.

Assembled frames can be factory-glazed with standard sizes of single or insulating glass to 60¼" x 74½" (1,530 x 1,902 mm). Outside frame dimension is 2½" (64 mm) larger than glazing material all around. Double or triple glazing panels and Slimshades are not available in Clad Frames. Trapezoidal frames are offered with single glazing or Clad Panels installed.

PELLA CO.
120 S.W. Sixth Ave.
Des Moines, IA. 50309
Phone (515) 243-1363

PELLA WINDOW CO., INC.
513 - 31st Avenue
Rock Island, IL. 61201
Phone (309) 788-7489

WILSEY COMPANY
3225 Highway 75 North
P.O. Box 924
Sioux City, IA. 51102
Phone (712) 258-4567

PELLA PRODUCTS OF OMAHA
8921 "J" Street
Omaha, NE. 68127
Phone (402) 331-9225

PELLA PRODUCTS CO.
201 First Avenue North
Fort Dodge, IA. 50501
Phone (515) 576-2631

PELLA PRODUCTS
3600 North Court Road
P. O. Box 246
Ottumwa, IA. 52501
Phone (515) 684-5284

PELLA PRODUCTS CO.
840 Cleveland
Waterloo, IA. 50701
Phone (319) 233-9731

For more information circle No. 22 on the datacard.
Settle For The Best

ELKAY® Faucets

Now, from Elkay — the world's most trusted name in stainless steel sinks — comes three great washerless faucet lines, based on Elkay's innovative "core" valving systems... DIACORE™... MICRACORE™... PERMACORE®. Now there's a complete Elkay faucet line — Elkay styling and quality for every room in the home, for every price range. There's no reason to settle for less.

And ELKAY® stainless steel sinks

CAPACITY PLUS Available in 18 or 20 gauge, type 304.
TWO-FIFTY PLUS Available in 18 or 20 gauge, type 304.
LAVATORY SINK SELECTION Models available in 18 or 20 gauge.
STANDARD DOUBLE COMPARTMENT Available in 18 or 20 gauge, type 304.
HOSPITALITY SINK SELECTION Models available in 18 or 20 gauge.

*Represented In Iowa Exclusively By
 associates, inc.

MANUFACTURERS' REPRESENTATIVES
523 NORTHWESTERN • BOX 688 • 515/232-3338 • AMES, IOWA 50010

For more information circle No. 47 on the datacard.
successful, the architect and owner must work together. The owner must be involved in design and construction. The image of the architect who, after a few meetings with the owner, sequesters himself in his drafting room and emerges a few weeks or months later with a completed set of drawings is simply not true.

The owner not only must be aware of the services the architect provides, but he must know how to take full advantage of them if he is to get the best building to suit his needs and wishes. The owner must examine his own expectations and know what he wants done. This is more true now than ever before, given the range of services that the architect provides.

In the beginning, the role of the architect seemed pretty well defined. The first architect in the Western world was an Egyptian pyramid builder named Imhotep. But Imhotep was more than an architect. He also was said to be "high priest," "Chief Judge," and "Chief of all the works of the King." He was "supervisor of that which Heaven brings, the Earth creates and the Nile gives," and after his death he was made a god. Everybody seemed to know who he was and what he did.

Today, neither architects nor architecture—not the rest of the world, for that matter—are what they were in Imhotep's day. The world isn't the same as it was even 100 years ago—since then we've developed such new kinds of buildings as airports and skyscrapers. It isn't the same as it was 25 years ago—thanks to the automobile and urban sprawl. And it isn't even the same as it was five years ago—the energy crisis has seen to that.

The architect's role is changing as rapidly as the rest of our fast-moving world. Today, the proper answer to the question, "What does an architect do?" might well be, "What do you want him to do? Renovation? Energy analysis? Interiors? Cost analysis? Feasibility studies on whether or not to build?"

Today architects not only work for themselves and for other architects, but they work for private industry and for government. They research energy problems. They help revise building codes to better accommodate the handicapped. They serve on the staffs of state educational agencies to advise local school boards and their architects on how to meet the needs of teachers and students. They advise other architects, citizens committees and individuals on how to preserve old buildings.

Basically, of course, the architect designs buildings. But the profession is adding many new roles as well. And, as our resources dwindle, our cities deteriorate and revive, as our housing fails to provide shelter for all of our people, as awareness grows of the importance of all our environment—man-made as well as natural—architects will play an increasingly important role in our lives.
1430 TONS
STRUCTURAL STEEL
ERECTED IN 35 WORKING DAYS
BY W. A. KLINGER, INC. CONSTRUCTORS

THIS WAS ACCOMPLISHED BY RIGID SCHEDULING
DETAILING—FABRICATION—DELIVERY.

THE SIOUX CITY FOUNDRY CO.
HAS MODERN HIGH PRODUCTION EQUIPMENT AND
SKILLED PERSONNEL FOR BOTH STRUCTURAL AND
REINFORCING STEEL FABRICATION.

A FLEET OF TRUCKS IS READY FOR
FAST DELIVERY.

ACCURATE FABRICATION—SCHEDULED DELIVERIES
AND COMPETITIVE PRICING—OF COURSE!

MAY WE QUOTE ON YOUR STEEL REQUIREMENTS?

STRUCTURAL — REINFORCING
MISCELLANEOUS STEEL

Call Toll Free in Iowa
800-352-4986

801 Division Street • P.O. Box 3067 • Sioux City, Iowa 51102 • (712) 252-4181

Outside Iowa, Call
800-831-0874

YOUR DEPARTMENT STORE FOR METALS

STEEL SERVICENTER
FABRICATORS STRUCTURAL AND PLATE
REINFORCING BARS—MESH ACCESSORIES
MILL SHIPMENTS PIPE—TUBING—MECHANICAL—STRUCTURAL
CONTRACT MANUFACTURING PARTS—PIECES COMPLETE ASSEMBLIES
METAL CASTING GRAY IRON & DUCTILE CASTINGS PATTERNS HEAT TREATING

For more information circle No. 55 on the date card.
Korfil

BECAUSE IT MAKES SENSE

- Expandable polystyrene inserts fit standard two core masonry units
- Installed at the Block Plant - eliminating on-site labor
- Nearly doubles insulating characteristics
- Provides guaranteed consistent insulation value
- Improves dewpoint and sound transmission
- Reduces moisture penetration
- Energy saving, labor saving, cost competitive

KORFIL is an established block insulator that has been serving the building industry for many years. Write for our brochure today and discover why so many architects across the country are specifying KORFIL.

KORFIL IS DISTRIBUTED BY:

Marquart Concrete Block Co.
110 Dunham Place Waterloo, Iowa 50704
(319) 233-8421

Concrete Products Co.
2222 E. Third Street Sioux City, Iowa 51101
(712) 252-4251

For further information circle No. 30 on the datacard
1979 AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
IOWA CHAPTER CONVENTION
"A CELEBRATION OF ARCHITECTURE"

Thursday, October 11
8:00 a.m. Exhibitor Set Up — Civic Center
10:30 a.m. Executive Committee Meeting
AIA Office
Standing Committee Meetings
11:30 - 1:30 p.m. Celebration Activities — Nollen Plaza
Lunch — Nollen Plaza
Exhibit Booths Open — Civic Center
1:30 p.m. Speaker
3:00 p.m. Program — Documentary Film
"New Wing of National Gallery." 1 hr. film featuring I.M. Pei, Alexander Calder, Jean DuBuffet, Henry Moore. Shows construction of east wing and construction worker involvement.
4:00 p.m. Open House at Gerdes Advertising
300 Insurance Exchange Building. Sponsored by Koch Brothers Inc. Will exhibit a history of Charles Eames, George Nelson and other Herman Miller furniture. Wine. Charles and Ray Eames film "Toy Trains" will be shown.
7:00 p.m. Cocktail Party
Herndon Hall, Grand Ave., D.M.
Renovation Project
Meredith Corporation Better Homes and Gardens Real Estate Division.

Friday, October 12
8:00 a.m. Registration — Civic Center
Coffee and Danish
9:00 a.m. Speaker — Civic Center Auditorium
10:30 a.m. Speaker — Civic Center Auditorium
11:30 - 2:00 p.m. Lunch in Exhibitor Space
Civic Center
2:00 p.m. Design Awards Critique with Jurists
6:00 p.m. Cocktail Party
West Lobby, Civic Center
7:00 p.m. Buffet Dinner
West Lobby, Civic Center
Design Award Presentation
8:30 p.m. Dress Rehearsal — D.M. Symphony
Civic Center

Saturday, October 13
8:00 a.m. Coffee and Danish — Savery Hotel
9:00 a.m. Intern Development Program Meeting
of Interns Advisors and Sponsors
10:00 a.m. Chapter Meeting — Savery Hotel
12:00 Noon Adjourn
All Day Sherman Hill Association
"Old House Tours"
8:30 p.m. Des Moines Symphony — Civic Center
Beethoven's 9th Symphony
Civic Center — Des Moines
Full-depth asphalt pavement is the quality product that can be used over and over again — to save you money. Because asphalt is 100% recyclable. Old pavement can be ground up, reheated, remixed and reshaped to stretch commercial or tax dollars spent on materials.

In one Iowa county, it was estimated that asphalt recycling saved $20,000 per mile on a secondary road improvement project!

So when you decide to use strong, dependable full-depth asphalt pavement on your city streets, parking lots, tennis courts and other surfaces — remember that it's more than just a good quality building material. It's an investment. And it'll pay off in big dividends when it comes time to renew it after a long, useful life.

Quality asphalt pavement. Pave with it now. Reuse it years later. Save money.

Asphalt Paving
Association of Iowa
541 - 31st Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50312 • 515 244-3127
Need Cement Flexibility?

MEDUSA

Has The Products.

There’s a Medusa Cement to meet all of your cement requirements . . . Gray and White Portland, Brikset Gray and StoneseT White Masonry Cements and a complete line of Color Masonry Cements. All are manufactured to high quality standards — with the Color Masonry Cements mill-mixed for color stability and application ease. Flexibility in quality cements to meet all aesthetic and structural needs. Medusa backs its quality products with knowledgeable sales representatives. They’ll provide the answer to your cement application questions.

For more information Write or Call:

MEDUSA CEMENT COMPANY

P.O. Box 5568 Cleveland, Ohio 44101 (216) 371-4000

For more information circle No. 50 on the datacard.
Specify the PROVEN Energy Saving Quality Insulation System!

ISOFOAM Sprayed Urethane Foam

This is the versatile Problem Solver for construction jobs. Every day, more and more architects, engineers and builders are discovering rigid urethane foam as a low-cost, easily applied product for thermal insulation, protection and structural reinforcement of buildings, roofs and tanks.

Spray-on Isofoam provides a rigid layer of protection combining low density with water resistance, water-vapor resistance and favorable load-bearing characteristics.

SUPERIOR INSULATION
Isofoam rigid urethane foam has two to four times more insulating ability than conventional insulation.

STREAMLINES CONSTRUCTION
Bonds to wood, plaster or metal, in some cases eliminating the need for furring or lathing. Sprayed into cavity walls or interior spaces, it surrounds pipes to provide unmatched insulation as it adds structural integrity to the building.

For more information circle No. 12 on the datacard

Insulating Corp.
802 S.E. Creekview Drive • Ankeny, Iowa 50021
PHONE: 515/289-1945
ENERGY SHORTAGE?
THERE'S LOW COST FUEL
APLLENTY—BY DESIGN!

That low cost fuel is Thermogas LP-gas — abundant in the face of other fuel shortages, and actually holding its own in price while other fuel costs are soaring.

Good reasons for any wise architect to design LP-gas as a primary system for heating, air conditioning, water heating, drying and other commercial uses.

Thermogas also serves as an alternate fuel when other fuel sources allocate. Or even pinch off entirely.

We have the flexibility to consult, design, on-site supervise, subcontract, or contract the installation of any LP-gas project. Let us solve your fuel planning from the word, “Go!”

The Finest in the Art of Quality Plastering

We are Proud To Have Contributed Our Skill To The Construction of These Buildings

Madison County Hospital
Winterset, Iowa
Skiff Memorial Hospital
Newton, Iowa
Greater Community Hospital
Creston, Iowa
Grinnell General Hospital
Grinnell, Iowa
Clarke County Hospital
Osceola, Iowa
Decatur County Hospital
Leon, Iowa
St. Pius X Catholic Church
Urbandale, Iowa
First Church of Nazarene
Des Moines, Iowa
Children of Israel Synagogue
Des Moines, Iowa
Open Bible Church
Urbandale, Iowa
Ann Wilson School
Ottumwa, Iowa
Madrid Senior High School
Madrid, Iowa
Duncombe School
Fort Dodge, Iowa
Jefferson School
Des Moines, Iowa
Ia. State Trng. School for Girls
Mitchellville, Iowa
Simpson College Arts & Speech Building, Indianola, Iowa

...And many others throughout the state

We specialize in restoring Difficult Detail

Call or Write
Gruver Plastering Company
4350 NE 46th St. • Des Moines, Iowa 50317 • 515/265-2930, 262-3462

For more information circle No. 37 on the data card.
Celestra LCD direct read indicating clocks

Available: internal rechargeable batteries, 1-12 or 0-23 hour displays.

For use in AIRPORTS, HOSPITALS, BANKS, HOTELS, GOVERNMENT and INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES, RADIO and TV STATIONS.
Attractive beige & brown color combination. 2” display-gray blue background, white numerals-50 foot readability.
Optional timer control enables these clocks to be used as a time display and/or a count-up/count-down timer.
Can be synchronized by Simplex electronic or sync-wired master clocks or digitally slaved to other Celestra clocks.
Case design for surface or semi-flush mounting. Surface mounting can utilize a single gang outlet box or a 4” square box. CELESTRA clocks can also be ceiling or wall mounted for bi-directional viewing.

reply to:
Simplex Time Recorder Co.
1832 Fuller Rd. - P.O. Box 207
W. Des Moines, Iowa 50265
Telephone: (515) 225-6182

Simplex Time Recorder Co.
Gardner, Massachusetts 01440 U.S.A.
Telephone: 617-632-2500
Cable Address: SIMRECO

For more information circle No. 20 on the datacard.
STETSON BUILDING PRODUCTS

Provides Everything

LOW COST

With Channel Slope®, our new pre-cast polyester concrete channel trench system:

1. THREE TIMES AS STRONG AS CONCRETE
2. ONE HALF THE WEIGHT OF CONCRETE
3. SALT PROOF
4. INERT UNDER THE MOST DILUTE ACID AND ALKALI CONDITIONS
5. FROST PROOF

INSIDE • EFFLUENT • WASH DOWN LIQUID CORROSIVE WASTE • OIL SPILLAGE • PLATING SHOPS • VEHICLE MAINTENANCE BUILDING GARAGES • FACTORIES • AGRICULTURAL BUILDING

OUTSIDE • PARKING LOTS • LOADING DOCKS • ROADS • FISHERIES • LANDSCAPING DRIVEWAYS • PLAYGROUNDS • SPORT FIELDS • AIR FIELD • PEDESTRIAN AREAS (WALKWAYS)
You Need For The Best

DRAINAGE

Channel Slope Benefits

- Labor Saving - No Forms To Build
- Low Maintenance Cost - Easy To Clean
- Safety - Bicycle Proof And Wheelchair Proof
- Design - Eliminates Grate Rattling
- Cost Savings - Eliminates Separate Gratings

For more information circle No. 7 on the datacard or write or call

STETSON BUILDING PRODUCTS

Rock Island, Illinois  
619 11th Street • Phone 309/788-8412

Des Moines, Iowa  
610 S. W. 9th • Phone 515/243-6286

Visit Our Booth at the Convention
A few lines for Energy Conservation

And you're the one who can provide them. The structures you help to design and build today can help save energy for decades to come. By incorporating energy efficiency into your designs, your specifications and, most of all, your thinking, you'll achieve more economy and lower overall costs. What's more, you'll be making a permanent contribution to conservation . . . one far beyond the reach of most individuals.
The Design-Build Approach

by Don Edwin Prichard

In order to objectively study design-build as an approach, it is important to recognize, that as a method, design-build is the historical approach to creating buildings. Most of the great buildings through history were accomplished under a master builder who was both architect and contractor. The basic principle which made this system strong was the fact that the person who made the plans also carried them out. Today, the conventional approach has the designer going to elaborate lengths to ensure that someone else will carry out his plan the way he intended it to be. What is more, the conventional system of building puts the architect and the contractor in adverse roles.

One of the advantages of the design-build approach is that the client has a single point of responsibility for any failures or errors that occur in the project. Under the conventional system, the client may get involved in time-consuming and bitter debates that may have to be resolved by a court of law just to determine who was at fault in the client’s building. Under the single design and build contract, there is no question as to where the responsibility lies in case of error.

Another advantage of design-build is that construction costs are more easily projected by design-build firms than by conventional architectural firms. The reason the design-build firms have this edge is because detailed cost knowledge lies with the general contractor and subcontractors who do the actual purchasing of materials and equipment and who pay construction wages. Therefore, these contractors have a daily, intimate knowledge of the fluctuating construction prices. The normal A/E firm does not have this exposure and must rely more on estimates, which are less accurate.

Another advantage is the time savings made because of the ability of the design-build firm to compress the schedule under which the building project is being built. In the conventional system of operation, construction is not started until the plans and specifications are complete in every detail, and then only after a period of study and review by the contractors, who then must submit bids before a contractor eventually is chosen and the project can get under way. In the design-build operation, an initial concept is approved and then the building is built in phases, following the completion of working drawings for that phase. Because of this overlapping of design and construction, the project is able to be completed at a much earlier date.

One of the advantages of design-build to the building producer is the fact that the expertise of the constructor is available to the building designer in all phases of the development of the project. The builder can bring his knowledge of how a building goes together to the designer and thus a building can be produced that not only goes together faster but that costs less money.

This exchange of information is not limited to just the planning phase of a project, but also applies to when the construction is being carried out and the plans are being interpreted by the designer, who is on hand to explain and direct what his intentions were. Thus the project again moves faster because of rapid interpretation of intentions and more direct supervision.

The design-build method of construction calls for experienced professionals to carry it out. Unless the persons making the decisions are able to decide quickly and accurately, there will be delays and costly change orders. There is also not as much time to catch errors and omissions before they are put into the building.

To improve its efficiency, the Law Company in Wichita, Kansas, a highly successful design-build firm, runs three critical path diagrams for every project. One diagram covers the use of all manpower throughout the project; another covers the production of all drawings and specifications; and a third is used to control the construction of the project.

Because the single design-build contract is usually negotiated, the design-builder knows that he is getting the job before he has committed his personnel, whereas the contractor under the conventional system would first have to prepare a bid without knowing whether or not he would get the job. Thus the design-build system can result in removing part of the gamble that contractors undergo in the conventional system.

One of the major problems historically in the construction industry is that contractors have not been able to predict their future volume and consequently they will not hire permanent employees and guarantee them a certain number of weeks of work a year. It appears that design-build firms, especially those associated with developers, could substantially stabilize this portion of the industry. Continued employment would probably be the strongest single factor to reverse the trend of laborers producing less work while receiving a progressively higher wage.

An additional strength of design-build is the fact that the make-up of the firm makes it the most likely type of organization to produce systems buildings. It is also just one step from design-build to the manufacturing and prefabrication of components. The reduced cost of bulk purchasing is also a possibility. The Marshall Erdman and Associates firm of Madison, Wisconsin, has already made this complete evolution. There are few firms in existence that are so organized that they will guarantee a
WE DID IT FOR THE ISU STADIUM.

We Can Do It For You.

The planners of Iowa State University’s stadium in Ames needed attractive building materials that could stand up to 50,000 high-spirited football fans. They chose Marquart concrete block as a major building material.

An important part of the stadium — including offices, locker rooms, concession and restroom facilities were all constructed of Marquart’s attractive and durable corduroy block series.

Distinctive, cost efficient Marquart concrete block can complement your next building project as well. Call or write today.

We Build A Better Block

MARQUART CONCRETE BLOCK COMPANY

110 Dunham Place, P. O. Box 990
Waterloo, Iowa 50704
(319)-233-8421
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Client: Iowa State University
Architects: Finch-Heery/Durrant-Deininger-Dommer-Kramer-Gordon
Atlanta, Georgia/Dubuque, Iowa
General Contractor: Huber, Hunt and Nichols, Inc., Ames, Iowa
Masonry Contractor: Seedorff Masonry, Inc., Strawberry Point, Iowa

Our Auto-Pak® Model 1830-200 Automatic Waste Compaction System in the State Farm Insurance Branch Office Bldg., Council Bluffs, Iowa, is 12 Ways Better!

1) Cost. Initial, operational leasing.
2) Sales & Engineering. Nationwide, with installation facilities locally available.
3) Maintenance & Service locally available.
4) Experience. The pioneer manufacturer for over 20 years.
5) Research & Development. Continuous, including projects for the U.S.
8) Survey. Cost justification. Analytical studies
9) Durability. Low frequency of repair, low maintenance costs, long life (10-year installations not unusual); service contracts available.
11) Parts. Most immediately available locally. Unusual parts available for immediate shipment from mfr.
12) Codes & Standards. Meets local and national codes and standards throughout the U.S., including NSWMA and NYC Dept. of Sanitation.

Our other products include:
• Student & Athletic Lockers
• Rolling Doors & Shutters
• Toilet Partitions & Acces.
• Metal Letters & Room Signs

Emshwiller, Rath & Associates, Inc.
3205 North 90th St. • Omaha, Nebraska 68134
Phone: 402/572-1811

Installations of many other products by ERA Installations, Inc.
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cost, quality, and delivery date upon signing the contract, as will the Erdman firm. This is especially significant when it is recognized that the firm’s cost and delivery time are lower than the market standard, while the quality of its materials is higher than market standards. In looking at the disadvantages of the design-build system, it is often said that this system does not produce buildings with high design quality. In some instances, there may be less attention paid to design quality on the design-build contract because the firm’s designers may be placed in a more subservient role and have less freedom to be creative. Another reason for poorer design quality is that design-build firms tend to have weak design departments. This is because architects have a poorly defined liability status working in this type of firm. In addition, ethical considerations have previously discouraged architects from joining forces with contractors. The reason for this ethical consideration is that in the conventional architect-owner-contractor relationship, the architect has acted as an agent for the owner to keep check on the contractor. This trend of having weak design staffs is beginning to reverse itself, however. One reason is that increased use of performance specifications encourages contracting firms to have a design capability just to properly bid projects. Another reason is that the design-build firms are presently willing to pay higher starting salaries than A/E firms to those persons who have an architectural education.

A frequently expressed disadvantage to the owner dealing with a design-build firm is that the owner does not have an independent professional looking out specifically for the owner’s interests. Some have recommended that if the owner is inexperienced in building, he should hire an independent architect to advise him in his dealings with the design-build firm.

Another area of concern in design-build is the fact that the owner does not have a solid check on the control of the quality of work being done on the project. However, it may become evident in the future that no independent inspector is necessary. Since most of the work being done by the design-build firm is through a negotiated contract, the firm should try hard to produce satisfied customers since they will be the firm’s basis for future work. In addition to this, there should be inspections taking place by a broad range of professionals who were involved in the planning of the structure and who are now carrying out the plans they made instead of giving them to others to carry out. This also facilitates the designers’ acquiring feedback on the success or failure of their projects to allow better planning on future projects.

Another problem facing the owner is his difficulty in ensuring that he is getting the building at the lowest possible cost and that the contractor is not pocketing a bigger profit than what he should be getting. The difficulty is that in phased construction the owner is not in a position to see completed plans and specifications with bids having been made on them before construction starts, as with the conventional system. With the design-build system it is necessary to place much more confidence in the design-build firm than with the conventional system. Probably the best solution for this situation is for the owner to select two or three firms to which to submit proposals for his project.

Another difficulty for the owner is his uncertainty as to what he is getting in quality until he has it. This is a result of the performance specifications, which are often used in lieu of the traditional specification that calls for specific items. To protect himself, the owner may wish to require the design-build firm to submit to him for approval full working-drawings, specifications, details, and samples as they become available before construction is carried out. The owner’s approval could be made for him by an architect working as an independent agent for the owner if the owner lacks the knowledge. The client should be cautious in using this independent architect, however, in that all of the time efficiencies which are picked up by having the design and construction in the same firm may be lost because a project is held up while one more person reviews the project.

The resurgence of the design-build firm is recent and fast-moving. Prior to the early sixties, there was practically nothing in print on the modern use of the design-build method, yet by 1969, one-third of the volume done by the four hundred largest construction firms was design-build work. This type of work increased by twenty-eight percent from 1967 to 1968, and although there was a decrease in the total volume of design-build construction in 1970 due to a decrease in industrial work, there was an actual increase in the portion of general building done by design-build firms.

During 1971, thirty percent of all work done by the four hundred largest contractors was done under a single design-build contract, and those firms are predicting a twenty-five percent increase in volume for 1972. When the facts are examined, it becomes evident that design-build is not only here to stay, but it is one of the trends of the future.
NEW AND IMPROVED

Our Architects' Specification Manual has been completely revised and updated for Fall 1979.

Our new format will make it easy to find the specification for the surface you want to paint, plus much more product information.

Your copy will be delivered soon by an Iowa Paint representative.

Iowa Paint
Manufacturing Company, Incorporated
P.O. Box 1417 Des Moines, Iowa 50305

See our new manual at our booth at the AIA Convention.
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New Construction or Remodeling—Depend on Schneiderhahn for planning assistance & prompt merchandise delivery.

Cabinets
Kitchen Kompact
SKC
Notchern

Post-formed
Counter Tops
SKC

Appliances
Frigidaire

Built-in Food Processor
Nutone

Garage Door Openers
Nutone

Fireplaces
Western

Built-in Vac Systems
Nutone

Range Hoods
Broan

We will be glad to send additional information on any of the above lines.

A. A. Schneiderhahn Co.
316 S. W. Fifth St., P.O. Box 10304
Des Moines, Iowa 50306
Telephone 515/244-2541

Commercia
OFFICE SUPPLY COMPANY

329 EAST FIFTH STREET OPEN WEEKDAYS 8-5
VISIT OUR DISPLAY ROOM
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To Help You Meet Federal and State Requirements...

O'Keefe Elevator Offers You

FREEDOM FROM STAIRWAY BARRIERS

With [PORCH-LIFT®] WHEELCHAIR PLATFORM LIFT

O'Keefe Elevator Company, Inc.

CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA DES MOINES, IOWA LINCOLN, NEBRASKA SIOUX CITY, IOWA
(319) 366-1525 (402) 345-4081 (515) 261-2471 (402) 464-6307 (712) 265-5107
MAIN OFFICE • OMAHA, NEBRASKA • (402) 345-4056
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HAWKINS INTERIOR PLANTINGS
“Complete Plant Service”

INSTALLATION * RENTAL MAINTENANCE * GUARANTEE DESIGN * SELECTION

A few of the places we maintain:
• Adventureland Inn
• Wallace Agriculture
• American Republic
• Merle Hay Mall
• Rusty Scupper
• Aid Insurance
• Civic Center

Write for Our FREE Interior Plant Book

DICK VOLKAMER A.A.F.
HAWKINS INTERIOR PLANTINGS
HAWKINS GREENHOUSE
4270 6TH AVE • DES MOINES, IOWA 50313
515-288-4831
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CENTRAL ALARMS INCORPORATED

• Halon 1301 Fire Suppression Systems
• Explosion Suppression Systems
• Security Systems
• Fire Alarm Systems

Call us for design assistance and Free Estimates

24 Hour Service - State of Iowa
1139 24th St. • Des Moines, Ia. 50311
Phone 515/274-0481
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HAYDITE
LIGHTWEIGHT AGGREGATE
REDUCES DEADLOAD...CUTS COSTS

"The savings effected in the foundation system, due to reduced deadloads, was more than enough to offset the cost of using lightweight concrete in the floor slabs and roof."

The above statement, by Robert G. Wade, of the engineering firm of Stevson-Hall & Wade, Inc., expresses one of the principal reasons why lightweight Haydite concrete is so often specified for high-rise construction...weight reduction without sacrificing strength...and at a savings in cost. Other reasons include superior fire rating, improved thermal and acoustical insulation, and more.

For detailed information, see your local supplier, or contact us direct.

CARTER WATERS
CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS
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Action Office Options Program

Obvious, logical, compatible, inevitable...these describe the most recent extension to the Action Office system, the Options Program. This program offers alternative solutions when one needs to distinguish among various levels of upper and top management while specifying the Action Office system. The options add a warm chrome and wood aesthetic to the crisp lines of the system, but do not compromise the basic system integrity in the process.

Koch Brothers
325 Grand Des Moines, Iowa 50308 (515)283-2451
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Many creatures build shelters: birds, fish, animals, and insects. There are even those, like pack rats and crows, that decorate their habitats with useless bric-a-brac. Such creature building is sometimes compared with the architecture of humankind. The analogy may hold when applied to the monumental buildings that fill our history books. But if a comparison is made between creature builders and the building activities of ordinary people, a more accurate comparison can be made between humankind, shellfish, and spiders. The latter creatures form their shelters from the secretions of their living bodies, much the same as human perceptions are formed by their built surroundings.

Human sensibilities develop in intimate contact with the surfaces of their living spaces, just as oysters grow between their shells. When alien objects are injected, human perceptions respond in a way similar to the oyster's reaction against the intrusion of a grain of sand. The oyster secretes a substance from its living body to form a protective coating around the irritant. The oyster's annoyance can be measured by the size of the festering pearl, just as human discomfort can be measured by irritation, crime and mental illness.

When people undertake the act of living within a space, whether it is a luxury apartment or a drainpipe, that place becomes personal space to which they are compelled to adjust by all of the atavistic urges that compose their beings. The evidence of this is found in the myriad imprints people leave in their living spaces. Even in the stark confines of a prison inmates arrange their belongings, and if they have nothing else, they will scratch on walls to record their presence.

Under normal circumstances people arrange furniture, potted plants, bric-a-brac, and put pink flamingoes in their front yards to assert their existence as unique individuals in the world. This urge has been continuously recorded from the cave paintings of Altamira to the graffiti of the New York subway. It is the incontrovertible evidence of the irrepressible, instinctive design urge that humankind shares with creature builders. The major environment contradiction of our time is that all aspects of our built environment seem designed to resist this human urge. Industrial design (and all design is industrial design in an industrial society) rationalizes, standardizes, and creates forms and surfaces that purposefully suppress the intuitive, spontaneous, universal urge of people to express their personal sense of place. The unresponsive quality of the industrial environment is created by industrial work. A direct connection seems to exist between industrial drudgery and perceptually unresponsive, industrially designed environments. Mind-numbing work apparently produces mind-numbing places no matter how skillfully the industrial designer applies his or her craft.

Our attitude toward work in an industrial society is one of revulsion, and we define leisure as a vacation from work. These attitudes do not exist in the primitive world of the hunter and fisherman, nor do they exist for the present-day poet, painter, sculptor, or home craftsman who works independently. "Work" originates with a division of labor and the specialization of tasks in sedentary agricultural communities and culminates in the assembly line, in which the worker is not allowed to express himself in the work. Efficiency experts and time-motion studies reveal that even the body movements of the worker are not his own. Industrial work, rather than industrial design, is responsible for the peculiarly standardized, overwhelmingly boring consistency of our industrial environment.

This condition is all-pervading in industrial society. Even the mother's smile, if it is the smile of a middle-class mother, is planned according to what Dr. Spock taught her it should be as part of her "work." If trees are planted, they are usually planted by men working for the parks department.

A child cannot imagine that anything that it can see or use was not manufactured and therefore concludes that nothing that is needed will not be designed and manufactured for it by others. The essential need to establish identity through its own actions is thwarted. The joy and pain of creativity and discovery are frustrated. The individuals of an entire urban society hunger for the opportunity to scratch, mark, push, pull, raise, lower, color, discolor — to somehow make some place in the world their own.

Industrial designers frantically search for ideal forms that will satisfy the industrial consumers' frustration. These efforts are reminiscent of the attempts of the Greek philosophers to square the circle. The philosophers reasoned that if a circle were made large enough, eventually the smallest segment of the circumference would become straight. But the smallest
part of a line is a point. In the circumference of a circle this is a point on a curved line. A point does not wander from place to place. It has no direction, no ideology; it can move any way it pleases. It has no previous or future commitment, either straight or curved. It can be part of a line or an infinitely small part of a solid. It does not exist in reality, but unless its existence is assumed, no geometric shapes are possible.

The seriousness of problems increases in direct proportion to the amount of design energy expended upon them. Designs often dramatically underscore this basic paradox. For instance, St. Peter’s in Rome was built on the eve of the Reformation, and the twin towers of the World Trade Center were completed on the eve of New York City’s bankruptcy. Both monumental structures are contradictions of the designers’ intentions, which were

Human perceptions, desires, myths, and preferences are analogous to points in space whose eventual destinations are unpredictable. The solution to designing the professional or personal environment for anonymous people eludes designers, because the solution, like squaring the circle, does not exist. Personal space cannot be designed for other people any more than the designer can eat, sleep, or make love in their stead.

The designer’s search is never-ending. It begins with the assumption of the existence of the perfect form, a common denominator that will satisfy all persons longing for identity. The idea itself is at fault, for the curved line, ever so small, never becomes straight. The designer misses the point of design and demands that users square things with their local architect.

The design system feeds on itself. The existence of massive, unresolved problems, such as traffic congestion, the lack of parking space, road accidents, bad air, mental illness, noise, and chronic shortages of medical, legal, and design services are cited as evidence for the continuing need for increased design services.

But these phenomena are not natural disasters. They are the result of previous design decisions. The
Raylite expanded polystyrene offers you all the versatility you are looking for in a building insulation material. It can be purchased as a rigid boardstock or as a water repellent masonry fill. Caution: Foam plastics may present a hazard if exposed to open flame and/or excessive heat e.g. welding and cutting torches, etc.

Commercial • Industrial • Residential
- low thermal conductivity
- low moisture-vapor permeability
- high strength to weight ratio
- dimensional stability
- easy installation
- economical

Manufacturing, fabrication, design, consulting, technical assistance.

MINNESOTA DIVERSIFIED PRODUCTS, INC.
St. Paul, MN Phone (612) 633-6770
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Look for us in SWEETS ARCHITECTURAL CATALOG FILE. Sec. 7.14.
A Design Right  
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clients. Design activity in this area remains comparatively benign. But another change has occurred that is by no means harmless. Designers insist on designing for ordinary people, and they design everything from ashtrays to cities. But designers should not be blamed entirely for this development. It is merely part of a prevailing universal professional syndrome. Doctors are considered, and halfway houses. In every aspect of community activity, from education to road-building, people are making themselves heard through protests and litigation in an effort to have the law restored to their own hands.

From this seemingly universal desire for autonomy the anti-designer has emerged. He and she are those who alter the technical medium in such a way that people can assemble things in a large number of unique and contradictory combinations. Architect Yona Friedmann sees consider themselves, the only experts on all illnesses from head colds to cancer. Similarly, lawyers see themselves as the only experts on crime—from traffic violations to homicide. Industrial designers use their medium to make all objects from clothing to cathedrals in a way that will appeal to most people and thus satisfy cultural prejudices.

Our surroundings would be much more useful and satisfying if the designer fulfilled the hunger that people have to exercise their own unique will to form. This is not a revolutionary concept. Autonomous design, and autonomy in law and client-centered medicine, is practiced throughout the society in spite of professional efforts to suppress them.

Our present housing technology and economic system cannot or will not build housing for those who desire it; yet uneducated and semi-skilled people the world over have managed to house themselves where governments do not interfere. Contemporary medical practitioners cannot cure the obese, the alcoholic, or the drug-addicted. Yet former fatsos, drunks, and drug addicts can and do effect cures by working in organizations like Weight Watchers, Alcoholics Anonymous, and design as a repertoire of human choice. John Habraken speaks of choice, not product, as a design objective, and all over the world people build for themselves, as John Turner and Charles Abrams have documented in their books.

A different concept of the role of the professional emerges. Personal choice is introduced into design at the level of the user rather than at that of the industrial designer and the manufacturer. The anti-designers are involved in identifying patterns rather than in materializing products, and their primary concern is with what artifacts do rather than with what they are. This activity requires that the professional be a "whole person"—totally involved, committed in spirit to the original meaning of "I profess," whose work is a testimonial to the ideas professed. This idea is in marked contrast to the professional's current role as that of "hired gun" for institutional imperatives.

A different view of institutions is necessary. There are manufacturers who spend more money creating a demand for their products than in actually making them, and they become subservient to those who spend nothing on demand but concentrate on serving. Included
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HICKLIN

GENERATORS INSTALLED
in THE FEDERAL HOME LOAN BANK, DES MOINES, IOWA

EMERGENCY POWER

Call us for your next project. Complete design, engineering, & installation service. All equipment assembled at our Ankeny Manufacturing & Distribution Center.

HICKLIN POWER COMPANY • 515-288-9731
P.O. Box 4026 • Des Moines, IA. 50333
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HICKLIN POWER COMPANY • 515-288-9731
P.O. Box 4026 • Des Moines, IA. 50333
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ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS, INC.
801 33rd Ave S W, Cedar Rapids, Iowa 52404
Commercial windows and entrance systems. Free estimates and design planning.
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"We are pleased to have furnished the Steelcase 9000 for the new AIA Building"

STOREY - KENWORTHY COMPANY
309 LOCUST STREET - DES MOINES, IOWA 50309 - (515) 288-3243
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WALK ON A THOUSAND YEARS
OF HISTORY AND TRADITION.

GENUINE
ORIENTAL RUGS

- One of the largest selections of genuine oriental rugs on display in the Des Moines area.

- Choose from our huge selections of: Bokhara, Sarooki, Kafqazi, Kashan and other Persian designs.

- Both retail & wholesale sales. As direct importers, we offer exclusive service and guarantees.

J & S
international
4045 Merle Hay Road
2nd Floor American Federal Bldg.
Des Moines, Iowa 50310
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TRIANGLE
School Service

HUSSEY
Claridge

RECREATION EQUIPMENT

NADEN INDUSTRIES

1409 "C" AVENUE, SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA
TELEPHONE (605) 336-3777
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VISIT OUR SHOWROOM
FEATURING

Whirlpool Builder Products

Yorktowne KITCHEN/BATH CABINETS
Gragg KITCHEN & BATH CABINETS
Sdc WATER HEATERS — GAS & ELECTRIC

Sidles DISTRIBUTING CO.
GENERAL OFFICES: P. O. BOX 1534
2205 BELL AVE.
DES MOINES, IOWA 50306
Phone 280-1722
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Caterpillar Power Systems

Check Out The Economics

Independent, on-site power can be the economical solution to your industrial or commercial needs. And if you want economy plus reliability, check out Caterpillar engines and power systems from Gibbs/Cook. Cat systems are backed by Total Product Support, including design, installation, inspection and maintenance. Features like 24-hour parts availability. And the most modern in-shop service and testing facilities in the Midwest.

Economy. Reliability. Service. You get all three with Caterpillar Power Systems from Gibbs/Cook. Sales and service facilities in Des Moines, Mason City, Fort Dodge and Postville.

YOUR CATERPILLAR DEALER
GIBBS/COOK
...for more than the expected

104th and Hickman Road, Des Moines, 50322 Phone (515) 270-2800
Caterpillar, Cat and CB are Trademarks of Caterpillar Tractor Co.
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Got Problems... We’ll bear
The Solutions

Petrical Wood Fiber Decking
Walcon Siding
Roof, Wall & Floor Expansion Joints
Laminated Arches & Beams
Mansard & Facia Panels
Steel Joist
Zip-Rib Decking
Pam Skylights
Inryco Floor & Roof Hatches
Panelfold Partitions
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Landscaping
Well Designed Plantings
Lawn Sprinkling Systems
Large Specimen Plants
Keep your Building Looking Great with a Green Lawn All Summer
LET US HELP YOU WITH YOUR DESIGN AND INSTALLATION

Hoskins
Garden Center and Nursery
2401 Harding Road
Des Moines, Ia. 50310
Ph. 277-6242

Large Selection of Specimen Nursery Stock
and Garden Supplies
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GROWING BUSINESS NEEDS. At Bankers Trust we provide a complete range of commercial banking services. We would like the opportunity to tailor a Business package that is right for you.

Loans • Business checking & savings • Investments • Payroll

Contact Arnie Ripperger or any of our other corporate Officers for more information.

Bankers Trust
Des Moines, Iowa 50304
Ph. 277-6242
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Windows and Energy
"Don't Do Anything Until You Know What To Do"

If you want thermally-efficient windows, you must, first, know the different ways windows waste energy, and second, you must know the right solution to each specific problem. The storm window is not a cure-all. Neither is replacing your windows always the best answer.

Let us send you a copy of Season-all's brochure which identifies the problems and solutions.

Dewarco
DEALERS WAREHOUSE CO.
P.O. BOX 845 NEWTON, IOWA 50208

CALL FREE ON OUR WATS LINE 800-362-1873
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in the "service products" are such things as sidewalks, which are not advertised at all. We do not say, "Use our sidewalks." Institutional advertising is typical of the demanding institutions. They do not make the decision-makers decide but instead concentrate on making citizens believe that what is good for them is good for the general public. Almost the entire cost of institutional products, which the consumer pays, has been spent in advertising in order to make people accept the institution itself.

Modern war is an extreme example. The cost of the one-cent bomb fragment that killed was achieved at a delivery cost of $440,000 per Vietnamese dead in 1970. Demanding institutions produce goods and services in units whose minimum cost per unit is beyond the reach of citizens who live in countries not highly industrialized, and these goods and services are rapidly becoming too expensive for all but a few in the affluent nations. Most people in the world are not able to buy a car, a tape recorder, a four-year package of schooling, or use the services of an architect, a lawyer, and except minimally, those of a doctor. Such institutions are, therefore, basically discriminatory. If we seek alternatives for the future that will make possible the design right of all people, we must develop serving institutions that do things for people rather than demand things from them.

The anti-designer seeks solutions that spend little on delivery, that people can use without having to pay, and that are commonly available. These include such things as the town center instead of the shopping center, the sidewalk instead of the highway. They are tools and information that free the user from dependence on institutions and products or that make them available at prices the vast majority can afford.

The search for alternatives is centered on a different view of work, technology, and human relationships that recognizes and implements the uniqueness of each individual.

A symbiotic relationship is sought for the person who lives in the space to realize a direct influence on it, like shellfish and spiders. The designer exerts extreme caution to prevent the designer's products from becoming pearls that a person feels as irritants.

As an act of materializing culture, the art of architecture will undoubtedly remain as frivolous and snobbish as ever. It does little good and little harm. But, as part of the great upheaval of our time—the move toward person autonomy as a reaction against the patterns imposed upon us by industrial imperatives—building is another activity entirely. By freeing perceptions, exercising judgments, and expressing the universal will to form building becomes a vital, joyful, unpredictable human activity. Unlimited creative opportunities exist for those designers who have matured beyond catering to the divine right of kings and institutions to humbly supporting the design right of ordinary people.

REPRINTED WITH PERMISSION FROM THE HUMANIST

What do - Ballet, Skiing and a Trophy Room have in Common?

They are new Cantex Face Brick Brochure sheets for

- Dart Ironspot Heights
- Cordovan Bronze
- Fort Collins

Use brick, it is better and in most cases cost less. Visit with your brick salesman or supplies of Cantex Face Brick. It's the best!

phone 515/223-1450

101 Ashworth Rd. • West Des Moines, Iowa 50265
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We Specialize in **CONTRACT CARPETING**

WITH THE MOST

Complete Selection From Best Known Commercial Carpet Mill Sources

*WE HAVE EXPERIENCE AND "KNOW HOW" — YOU CAN COUNT ON GETTING A GOOD JOB*

NEOTIATED BIDS—OUR SPECIALTY • UNION MEN USED ON UNION CONTRACTS

NO JOB TOO BIG • NO JOB TOO SMALL

VISIT OUR SHOWROOMS

HOME CARPET

2453 S.W. 9th Street • Des Moines, Iowa 50315 • Phone 515/243-2161
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This expert belongs in your plans.

A Northwestern Bell Building Industry Consultant will help you preplan your communication facilities.

Northwestern Bell Building Industry Consultants are specialists who talk your language. They know construction procedures and they know communications techniques and procedures that will simplify your jobs -- and help keep your clients happy.

Modern buildings call for modern communications: telephone, data, teletypewriter, video. If these are planned for early -- well before the blueprint stage -- expensive alterations can often be avoided later on when the occupants' communications needs of today may be obsolete before it's finished.

No matter what kind of building you're planning - talk to a Northwestern Bell Building Industry Consultant first - the number in your telephone book.

Best news of all: there's no extra charge for this service.
ACOUSTICAL FLOORS has trained crews in Iowa to service the area floor underlayment needs.

GYP-CRETE is a specially formulated, High Strength Gypsum Cement for use with an aggregate in pouring crack resistant, sound insulated floors. High strength plus good indentation resistance make GYP-CRETE an ideal floor underlayment over any desired sub-floor. The surface is acceptable to receive any floor covering such as carpet and pad, ceramic tile, V.A. tile, wood parquet, or linoleum. GYP-CRETE is fire retardant, lightweight, and economical. Due to the fluid consistency, GYP-CRETE makes an ideal topping over precast concrete plank or in remodeling. Machine mixed and pumped into the building, large jobs can be completed in one day with construction traffic proceeding the next day.

For more information circle No. 48 on the datacard.
The natural beauty of wood compliments any structure or building. Whether it's indoors or outdoors . . . next time you design, keep us in mind.

We specialize in clear all heart Redwood hot tubs, quality sun, pool, and patio decks, privacy fences.

Not Quite Ready To Own a Beechcraft?

Charter with the....
Beechcraft Executive Flight Plan

- Custom planned, personalized air travel
- Flights almost anywhere, anytime
- Professional flight crews
- Fast comfortable well-maintained Beechcrafts
- Confidential quality business travel
- Business travel analysis

Call Dick Flesher
285-6551

LOCATED ON NORTH SIDE OF DES MOINES MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

"SERVING GENERAL AVIATION SINCE 1936"
For more information circle No. 38 on the datacard.

Service Photoprint
Complete Photographic Service
Including:
Reduced Negatives
And
Projection Positives

KE Teledyne Post
Keuffel & Esser Company
SERVICE PHOTOPRINT
924 Grand Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50309
Phone 515/288-1927

For further information circle No. 6 on your Datacard.
Architectural Signage

Johnson Specialty Sales
P.O. Box 2691
Des Moines, Iowa 50315
Phone [515] 285-2483

For more information circle No. 8 on the datacard.

Distributors of exterior and interior signage systems of all types and sizes

DATA CARD

Use this handy datacard to get fast information on products advertised or featured editorially in the

IOWA ARCHITECT SEPT./OCT.

THIS CARD EXPIRES NOV. 15, 1979

Name (print)
Company
Title
Division
Address
City State Zip
Phone
Date Signature

Please send me more information on items circled.

DATACARD
Access Security Systems And Controls

“INTEGRITY AND RELIABILITY”

- CARD ACCESS CONTROLS
- ELECTRIC GATE CONTROLS
- ELECTRIC LOCK SYSTEMS
- PARKING SYSTEMS

For more information circle No. 14 on the datacard.

PARKING, INC.
400 S.W. 9th Street
Des Moines, Iowa 50309

ADVERTISERS’ INDEX

A. A. Schneiderhahn’s Accoustical Floors, Inc.
Allied Construction
Banker’s Trust
Cantex
Carter Waters Corp.
Cedar Rapids Block
Central Alarms
Commercial Office Supply
Concrete Products Company
Contractors Steel
Curries Doors
D & D Insulation
David Bear & Associates
Dealers Warehouse
Elliot Beechcroft
Emshwiller, Rath & Associates
Gibbs/Cook
Hawkins Greenhouse
Hicklin Power Company
Home Carpet Company, Inc.
Hoskins Landscaping
Iowa Architectural Products
Iowa Asphalt Paving Ass’n.
Iowa Paint Company
Iowa Power
Iowa Supply Company
J. & S. International

Jack Beavers & Associates
Jack Nichols Construction
Jan’s Galleries
Johnson Specialties
Koch Brothers Office Supply
Larry Day Photography
M. A. Knutson, Inc.
Marquardt Concrete Block
Maynard Gruber Plastering
Medusa Cement
Minnesota Diversified Products
NDS Company
Northwestern Bell
O’Keefe Elevator
Parking, Inc.
Pella Dealers of Iowa
Plumb Supply Company
RB Associates
ruthL Kitchens
Service Photoprint
Sidles Distributing Company
Simplex Time Recorder
Sioux City Foundry
Stetson Building Products
Storey Kenworthy Office Supply
Thermogas
Triangle School Supplies
Trolax
United Brick & Tile
we've got you covered...

With the taper-lite system of Tapered Roof Insulation

to design applications

from concept consideration

We'll suit our system to your situation... Regardless of whether your project requires tapering of a dead level deck, or tapering to scuppers, we can suit the Taper-Lite System to your situation. Our personnel are always available to help you determine the most efficient, economical layout possible.

to finished installation

STAGE I: FILLER AND TAPE-LITE BLOCK INSTALLATION

Because Taper-Lite blocks are fabricated and tapered at the factory, job site modification is not necessary.

STAGE II: RIGID TOP LAYER INSTALLATION

To add dimensional stability, a tightly butted top layer of rigid board is put down, joints staggered with Taper-Lite blocks below.

STAGE III: FINISHED MEMBRANE ROOFING

Roof membrane is applied directly over rigid insulation top layer.

TAPERING OF DEAD LEVEL DECK (An Example)

With this type of structure, all "valleys" are laid out at 90° to each other as shown, drain plugging and ice buildup are prevented by leaving enough level area around drains to allow a certain amount of heat loss.

The Taper-Lite System is the lightest tapered roof insulation system on the market, permitting the use of much less (and lighter) structural steel.

PRECAST OR POURED IN PLACE CONCRETE DECK

1. Foam Filler Block
2. Taper-Lite Block
3. Top Layer
4. Base Sheet
5. Felts
6. Gravel

For more information circle No. 43 on the datacard.
Will Carlisle roofs laid sixteen years ago last another sixteen years?

We wouldn't be surprised

STETSON BUILDING PRODUCTS

"Over 150 applications in Iowa"

They could last a lot longer than that. The earliest Carlisle Sure-Seal installations are already 30 years old and still going strong.

Re-Roofing right now over the old roof. No Disruptions. No Displacement. No Delay. No Problems. 10 year watertight warranty, when installed by Carlisle approved applicator.

Carlisle Universal Roofing Systems-Watertight elastometric membrane coverings for almost any kind of roof with the advantages of: One source responsibility, low maintenance, durability, stability, clean application and readily available.

Rock Island, Illinois
309/788-8412
619 11th Street

Des Moines, Iowa
515/243-6286
510 S.W. 9th Street

For more information circle No. 42 on the datacard.